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In his paper in J. Funct. Anal. 48 (1982), l-11, A. E. Frazho proved a 
proposition on pairs of contractions on a Hilbert space 3’ using rather 
involved arguments. We show that his result extends to an arbitrary family 
of contractions onR, using elementary methods of dilation theory. Indeed, 
what we have to do is just to take a sufficiently large Hilbert space, plunge 
into it coisometric extensions of the given contractions, and construct in an 
appropriate way a kind of direct sum of these extensions. The proof does not 
require the knowledge of any facts in dilation theory. 
PROPOSITION. If (AoJaeR is a family of contractions (possibly the set OJ 
all contractions) on a Hilbert space R# (O}, then there is a family 
IW,lO of coisometries on a Hilbert space X’(L%?) such that A, = W, /2@ 
for all a E R. One can even require that W, be a backward shift for every a 
for which AZ + 0 (strongly) as n + CL). 
Proof: For every a consider the operator D, = (I - AaAz)‘12 and the 
space Qa = (D-q-. Take the Hilbert space 
where every summand gfi,, is a copy of gD, and define the operators V, 
(aEQ)onXby 
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where 
ha = Adh; d;,, = D,h, if /?= a, 
= 0, if p#a: 
d&l = 4.n-1 if n > 2. 
Clearly, V, is an isometry, and its adjoint W, = V,* is a coisometry 
satisfying 
where 
h*” = A,h + D,d,,, ; 
d”” = d 
(1) 
b,n 4,ni 1 for all /I E R and n E N. 
Considering the case where all d,,, = 0 we get 
A,= W,\R for all a E 0. (2) 
Suppose that, for an a E 52, we have At -+ 0 as n + co. We show that then 
Wz + 0 as n -+ co, thus the coisometry W, is a backward shift. 
To this aim consider a vector u E .R in whose decomposition 
ncn 
all components are 0 except one. If this is the component h in R’, then 
Wt u = AZ u --t 0 (n -+ co) is obvious from (2). If the nonzero component is 
d y,m, then we easily deduce from (1) by iteration that for n > m all G’%a,,,- 
components of Wzu are 0, while the R-component of Wzu equals 
A;h +A;-‘D,d,q, + ... +A;-“D,d,,, + . . . $ D,d,3,=Az-.“D,d,,,; 
and hence, tends to 0 as n--t co. Since the vectors u of the types considered 
span the space .F and since I/ Wtl\ < 1 for all a, n, we easily infer that 
Wzu+O (n+ co) for all uE.F. 
